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BEKA Hospitec GmbH is manufacturer of 
technical aids for care facilities. 

With our over 50 years of experience we support planners, 
architects and decision makers in the procurement of care 

and therapy products. 
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Bathing and showering

Cleanliness and hygiene are an elementary aspect of daily care. In 

particular, bathing can significantly increase the well-being of residents 

through its wellness character.
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AVERO Motion

Seat- and reclining tub

Easy and safe self-entrance possible

Extraordinary design

Base frame is accessible from all sides

Maximum space in shoulder and seat area

Designed by Uwe Spannagel ™

Modern seat- and reclining bath tub. Clear and soft 

lines determine the tub design of the AVERO Motion. 

Large inside dimensions as well as the ergonomic back 

profile offer plenty of space and maximum bathing com-

fort. 

While bathing or showering the resident can enjoy a full 

view into the room without distracting operation panel.

Beautiful bathing 
experience.

Watch product
video!
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Design seat- and reclining tub

Specially shaped seat with care opening

Base frame is accessible from all sides

Easy and safe self-entrance possible

Maximum space in shoulder and seat area

Unique 
tub design.

Modern seat- and reclining bath tub. Improve the mobility and independence of your residents 

with the design care bathtub AVERO Motion E. A safe self-entry is ensured by the low entrance 

height of the tub. While bathing or showering the resident can enjoy a full view into the room without 

distracting operation panel.

AVERO Motion E

Designed by Uwe Spannagel ™
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AVERO Phoenix

High-quality 
materials.

Base frame is accessible from three sides

Simple operation via membrane keypad

Ergonomic tub interior body

Ergonomically lowered leg section

Specially adapted back profile

Designed by Uwe Spannagel ™

Exclusive lifting tub. The AVERO Phoenix offers high-quality materials and a unique design with 

not only a distinctive look but also excellent support and a feeling of safety for the resident who can 

enjoy the bath in complete relaxation. 

Watch product
video!
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Functionality and 
design combined.

Comfortable lifting tub. The AVERO Premium plus meets all the demands of longterm and 

special care. Bathers appreciate the comfort that results from the ergonomic tub and the 

large space available.

AVERO Premium plus

Base frame is accessible from three sides

Ergonomic tub interior body

Ergonomically lowered leg section

More than sufficient space for the resident’s shoulders

Watch product
video!
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AVERO Comfort

Homely character 
supports wellbeing.

Designed by Uwe Spannagel ™

Modern, elegant tub shape

Change of viewing direction

Ergonomic tub interior body

Simple, timeless tub design

Optional thermal disinfection

Lifting tub with homely character. The timeless tub shape fits unobtrusively in your new 

nursing bathroom and at the same time gives your residents, your staff and visitors the 

impression of a domestic surrounding. The tub can be rotated and placed in the room in 

such a way that the resident can look freely around the room while bathing.

Watch product
video!
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Lifting tub with timeless design. The simple 

exterior paneling and high quality materials give the 

AVERO VIVA a timeless look. 

Thanks to the ergonomic tub body and the very 

large space available, residents enjoy a comfortable 

and relaxing full bath. 

The tub is freely accesible and can be used in confi-

ned spaces with all modern care hoists.

Classic and elegant look.

Simple, timeless tub design

Ergonomic tub interior body

Simple operation via membrane keypad

Optional thermal disinfection

AVERO VIVA

Watch product
video!
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COMPACT series

COMPACT

Fixed height tub with integrated transfer seat

COMPACT solo

Lifting tub

COMPACT plus

Lifting tub with integrated transfer seat

Seamless transition 
from transfer to bathing.

Integrated transfer seat (COMPACT, COMPACT plus)

Transfer seat either detachable or permanently (COMPACT, COMPACT plus) 

Different tub lengths available (1.600 mm or 1.700 mm) 

Optional: Chassis for detachable transfer seat (COMPACT, COMPACT plus)

Compact care tub in practical versions. The body of the COMPACT series impresses with 

it‘s ergonomic inner profile and comparatively small footprint. Thanks to the transfer chair 

(COMPACT and COMPACT plus), the use of an additional lift is redundant.
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Ideal for small room concepts

Absolutely safe sitting and bathing positions, without sliding risk

Safe shower solution with bathing option

Safe entry is supported by handles mounted on sides of the tub rim

Practical tilting tub for showering and bathing. The INVITA sitting and showering 

bathtub offers a unique concept to combine bathing and safe showering. It enhances the 

independence of the resident and preserves his dignity due to the possibility of self-entry 

into the tub. Of course, patient lifts can also be used for transfer into the tub.

INVITA

Unique combination 
of showering and bathing.

Watch product
video!



Accessories and options 
for our care baths

Aroma system
The aroma system allows to enjoy a sensory experience while 

bathing. Only possible in combination with air-whirl system.

Colored-light system
Pleasant light experience for the bather. Multiple colors and 

automatic color change possible.

Air-whirl system
Invigorating massage effect that promotes blood circulation and 

enhances the overall wellbeing of the bather.

Music-sound system
Integrated speakers that transform the music into water vibrations. 

Audio input via USB.

Bluetooth-music-sound system
Enjoy music while bathing through the built-in speakers by connec-

ting your bluetooth enabled device.

Bathtub shortener
Stable support in the tub - even for smaller residents. Easy to insert 

into the tub body.

Disinfection system
System with integrated disinfection hand shower to protect against 

infections. Protection against incorrect operation.

Automatic tub filling
You can set the filling level as you wish so that you can select the 

right amount of water adapted to the resident and the application.

Change of viewing direction
The tub can be rotated and placed in the room in such a way that the 

resident can look freely into the room while bathing.

Emergency function in case of power failure
A built-in battery provides power to the control unit even in the event 

of a power failure, so the up-down function is always guaranteed.

Special color according to RAL
The color of the tub body can be chosen freely according to RAL 

and your taste.

* These options are a selection. Please contact us for more information.

(Options for extra charge)
AVERO 
Motion

AVERO 
Motion 

E

AVERO 
Phoenix

AVERO Pre-
mium plus

AVERO 
Comfort

AVERO VIVA
COMPACT 

series
INVITA

Aroma
system X X X X X X X

Colored-light
system X X X X X X X

Air-whirl
system X X X X X X X X

Music-sound 
system X X X X X X X

Bluetooth-music-
sound system X X X X X X X

Bathtub
shortener X X X X

Disinfection
system X X X X X

Automatic 
tub filling X X X X X X X

Change of 
viewing direction X X

Emergency function 
in case of power 

failure
X X X X X X X

Special RAL color X X X X X X X
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EVE!

Designed by Uwe Spannagel ™

Shower and bath lift. The seat lifter EVE! is a true all-rounder. The bath lift reliably handles trans-

fer tasks in the bathroom - in addition, EVE! can be used completely as a shower chair. The simple 

handling by only one caregiver, high-quality materials and the appealing design characterize the 

EVE!.

Fits in every modern care bathtub

100% usable as a shower chair

Modern, contemporary design

Low entry height

Ergonomic safety handles for precise manoeuvres

Design shower 
and bath lift.
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Modern, contemporary design

Wide, comfortable lying area

100% usable as a shower stretcher

Removable PUR cover

Low transfer height of just 48 cm

Electrically adjustable backrest

High quality.

ADAM!

Designed by Uwe Spannagel ™

Modern stretcher type lift. Safe, comfortable and modern – ADAM! can be used as a classic 

bath lifter as well as a shower stretcher. With its low transfer height, the wide and comfortable 

lying surface and the electrically adjustable backrest, ADAM! is the perfect combination of maxi-

mum functionality and unique design.
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Easily expandable 
to a stretcher type lift.

Flexible shower and bath lift. The SENTA PUR L is a reliable tool for cargeivers to comfort-

ably shower or bathe residents. The bath lifter is also suitable for taking over patients with 

appropriate mobility from the bed. In just a few steps, the SENTA PUR L becomes a full-fled-

ged stretcher type lift.

SENTA PUR L

Easy and flexible to operate

Optional with stretcher type modules

Stepless height adjustment

Fits in every modern care bathtub

Seat with large care opening

Watch product
video!
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SINA Comfort

Made of stainless steel

Safe and comfortable showering

Negative and positive steplessly adjustable

Applicable for a shock position

Space saving, suitable for every care bath

Also available as 
XXL version (up to 250 kg).

Universal shower trolley. The SINA Comfort offers the perfect opportunity to safely and 

comfortably shower people who can no longer be transferred with conventional bath and 

shower lifts due to their extremely limited mobility.

Pleasant padding and high side rails ensure high comfort and safety. Optionally available 

with electric or hydraulic height adjustment. Optionally available with electric or hydraulic 

height adjustment.

Watch product
video!
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Optionally available 
with WC.

Optimal supplement for mobile shower systems. The BEKA Hospitec shower panel can be 

perfectly combined with shower trolleys, shower and bath lifts as well as shower and care chairs. By 

using the optional disinfection device, shower systems can be effectively, easily and safely disinfec-

ted. Available in versions with and without WC.

Shower panel

Shower panel for wall mounting

Universally applicable, also with WC solution

Easy installation on water connection

No power supply necessary

Low space requirements
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Transfer solut ions

Transfer procedures require reliable technical aids. Our active and pas-

sive lifters support caregivers and residents in safe lifting, transfer and 

mobilization.
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NORA Alu

Flexible active lift. Our NORA Alu is the ideal stand-up aid, even for smaller residents with a height 

of up to 1.60 m. Additional mounting bolts for the belt suspension and the height-adjustable double 

knee pads allow individual adjustment to the height of the body and thus a painless transfer process 

for residents, regardless of body size.

Made of high quality 
aluminum.

Aluminum construction

Electrically spreadable carrier frame

Suitable for small residents

Ergonomic lifting

Comfortable, flexible knee pads
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Improves the mobility 
of your residents.

Easy-to-use stand-up aid. The NORA ECO stand-up aid effectively relieves nursing staff when 

transferring semi-mobile residents. The active lift can be easily operated by just one caregiver. The 

belt and ergonomic concept, together with the double knee padding, guarantees flexible and com-

fortable transfer processes.

Easy to manoeuvre

Flexible, soft knee pads with safety harness

Ergonomic lifting

Can be operated by only one caregiver

NORA ECO
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CARLO Alu, Comfort EP 185

Effective relief in daily care.

Flexible sling hoist made of lightweight aluminum. The CARLO Alu, Comfort EP is universally ap-

plicable as a reliable sling hoist for lifting and relocating residents, but also for bathing and showering 

them. Thanks to innovative elements such as the electric positioning system (EPS) and the anti-rota-

tion mechanism (ARM), residents can be precisely positioned without any effort and without causing 

the spreader bar to vibrate and produce unpleasant oscillations.

Aluminum construction

Extra light and easy to move

Anti-rotation mechanism (ARM) prevents rotation of the spreader bar

Electrical positioning system (EPS)

Suitable for bathing and showering

Other variants with lower chassis available

Watch product
video!
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CARLO Alu, Comfort EP 230

For heavyweight residents.

Sling hoist for heavyweight residents. The CARLO Alu, Comfort EP 230 masters the transfer of 

occupants with a weight of up to 230 kg. The Electric Positioning System (EPS) and Anti-Rotation Me-

chanism (ARM) ensure the highest precision in placing heavy occupants without causing the spreader 

bar to vibrate and cause unpleasant rotation during transfer.

Aluminum / steel construction

SWL up to 230 kg

Anti-rotation mechanism (ARM) prevents rotation of the spreader bar

Electronic positioning system (EPS)

Electric height adjustment and electrically expandable chassis

Watch product
video!
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CARLO ECO, Comfort EP

Convenient sling hoist.

Patient lift for clip slings. The CARLO ECO, Comfort EP sling hoist is electrically adjustable between 

sitting and reclining positions. Its balance spreader bar (pivot range of 360°) with anti-rotation mecha-

nism ARM (patent pending) guarantees a pleasent feeling during transportation. Chassis and lifting 

column made of aluminum/steel construction. Electric height adjustment (with emergency lowering) 

and chassis spreading are controllable via a cable remote control with visual indicators for fault, main-

tenance and battery charging status.

Aluminum / steel construction

Anti-rotation mechanism (ARM) prevents rotation of the spreader bar

Electronic positioning system (EPS)

Electric height adjustment and electrically expandable chassis

Available as 185 (capacity 185 kg) or 205 model (capacity 205 kg)



Lightweight passive lift made of high quality aluminum. The CARLO Alu, Classic 185 offers your 

residents a maximum of comfort and security when being transferred. The spreader bar can be lo-

wered to the ground and safely lifts fallen inhabitants off the ground. Due to the anti-rotation mecha-

nism (ARM) residents do not get into uncomfortable rotation during the transfer. No manual lifting by 

the caregiver required.
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Lightweight construction

Anti-rotation mechanism (ARM) prevents rotation of the spreader bar

Easy and flexible to operate

Suitable for bathing and showering

Hand control with display of the battery status

CARLO Alu, Classic 185

Reliable patient lift.

Watch product
video!
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Lightweight and stable aluminum / steel construction

Easy and flexible to operate

Anti-rotation mechanism (ARM) prevents rotation of the spreader bar

Large space inside the spreader bar

Sturdy passive lift made of aluminum-steel construction. The CARLO Alu, Classic 230 lifts and 

transports even heavyweight residents weighing up to 230 kg safely and comfortably. During the 

transfer residents do not get into pendulum movements thanks to the anti-rotation mechanism. 

A large amount of space between the spreader bar and lifting column ensures a pleasant feeling 

during transfer.

For heavyweight residents.

CARLO Alu, Classic 230

Watch product
video!
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Functional sling hoist.

CARLO ECO, Classic

Compact dimensions

Available as 185 (capacity 185 kg) or 205 model (capacity 205 kg)

Lightweight and stable aluminum / steel construction

Anti-rotation mechanism (ARM) prevents rotation of the spreader bar

Passive lift made of aluminum-steel construction. The CARLO ECO, Classic has a 2-point-

spreader bar for slings with loops. Its chassis is electrically height adjustable and spreadable via a 

cable remote control, that furthermore contains visual indicators like fault, maintenance and battery 

charging status. The spreader bar offers anti-rotation mechanism (ARM) and therefore guarantees a 

safe and easy transfer of the patient with no unpleasent movements.
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CARLO Air Innovative ceiling hoist system. The CARLO Air impresses with its unique rail system, which can be adapted to almost 

any room layout. Limited space with narrow curves are not a problem due to the space-saving system. Since the ceiling 

lift automatically recharges when not in use, the CARLO Air is almost always ready for use. With a capacity of 200 kg (400 

kg optional), CARLO Air meets the highest demands.

Back-friendly transfer

Hand control unit with all functions

Emergency lowering

Integrated diagnostic system with error display

Individual adaptability,
to almost every room layout.

Possibility of using it in two 
or more rooms

One rail system 
(rail can also be bent)

Two rails for greater flexibility 
(traverse system)

Variety of 

rail systems
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High quality stainless steel construction

Custom-made

360 ° plain bearing with locking points

Quick coupling for receiving the bath seat

Electric height adjustment by battery

Pool Lifter

Fixed, rotatable pool lift. The BEKA Hospitec Pool Lifter handles lifting operations safely and 

effortlessly thanks to its high-performance rechargeable battery motor. Flexibly 360 ° rotatable and 

easily adjustable by handset. Transfer processes into the pool are possible at floor level as well as in 

free-standing pools without any problems.

Reliable, 
flexible.

Seat optional 
extendable to a 

stretcher type seat.
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Slings

Optimal fitting and correct application of the slings are crucial for patient 

comfort.
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With headrest

Padded leg loops

High quality nylon material

With headrest

Padded leg loops

High quality nylon-mesh material

With headrest

Padded leg loops

Arm padding

Transfer sl ings

Bathing sl ings

Sit to stand sl ings

Soft sl ings

Toi let sl ings

Arm and back support with anti-slip coating

Double safety straps for the chest area

Additionally padded chest strap

With headrest

Padded leg loops

Breathable nylon / cotton blend

with clip or loop suspension

in different sizes

All slings available:

Custom-made slings according to your needs!
An individual solution for every resident.

Individual solutions, such as for one- or bilateral leg amputee residents, we realize after an intensive exchange with you. 

Whether it is a special cut, or unusual materials - we always find the perfect solution!

High quality, durable materials.

Nylon material
Transfer and sit to stand slings

Nylon-mesh material
Bathing slings

Nylon / cotton blend
Soft slings

Wide range
of slings
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Nursing- and care tables

Indispensable for care facilities. We develop our care tables to the hig-

hest standards of comfort for the patient as well as optimal usability by 

the caregiver.
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Mobile and secure

Stepless height adjustment

Comfortable, soft and firm upholstery

Different upholstery sizes available

Easily accessible with care lifters

MONA

Mobile nursing- and care table. MONA offers a large work surface with comfortable padding and 

rounded edges for a safe and reliable basis in daily care. Thanks to its sturdy substructure and 4 

steering wheels with brakes, the mobile care table can be effortlessly moved and securely posi-

tioned. Optionally, with an electric or hydraulic height adjustment an ergonomic working height is 

always ensured. Optional side rails provide additional security.

Optionally available 
as a battery 

operated version.

Watch product
video!
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ANA

Nursing- and care table for wall mounting. The nursing table ANA does not require a substructu-

re, thus reducing the risk of injury to children and adults. The comfortable cushion of the care table 

is completely moisture resistant and easy to disinfect. The nursing table upholstery is available in 

different sizes.

Optional with
foldable table!

No disturbing substructure

Electrically height adjustable

Various table sizes available

Adaptable to customer requirements

Nursing- and care table for wall or floor mounting. Thanks to the plastic tray with central drai-

nage pipe, the ANA CTX can be used as a standard shower stretcher. It is optionally equipped with 

LED lighting and adjustable headboard and can be easily adjusted by cable remote control.

ANA CTX

Usable as a shower 
stretcher and care table.

Standard version usable as shower stretcher

Adjustable head part

Electrically height adjustable

Various table sizes available

Foldable by gas spring
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Residents who are completely independent of the nursing 

staff with their activities of daily living.

Residents who are completely bedridden. These are com-

pletely dependent on the nursing staff in all their activities of 

daily life and have a high mortality risk (life experience less 

than 6 months).

Residents who can move independently using aids (rollators, 
wheelchairs). Movement over distances and time is very 
limited.

Residents who are mostly bedridden, with severely res-

trict-ed mobility and who are not in a position to survive on 

their own.

Residents who can walk freely with mobility aids (rollator, 

zimmer frame, etc.) but who are spatially, physically and 

temporally restricted in mobility. 

Our mobility groups

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Starting from the Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS)17 and the Functional Independent Measure (FIM).

Application tips like sling attachment techniques

Detailed mobility group descriptions + product recommendations

Planning proposals for nursing rooms

Understandably summarized in our Mobility Guide-

book!

Over 50 years of experience, intensive, international research 

and practical cooperation with industry specialists complete our 

Mobility Guidebook.

With our Mobility Guidebook you can classify your residents into mobi-

lity groups, select appropriate technical aids for the nursing staff and plan 

optimal working areas.

Planning proposal

With recommended minimum space requi-
rements for the use of BEKA equipment in 

a private bathroom with a bathtub

Valuable knowledge for planners,
architects, nurses and 
decision makers.

* Compatibility 
notice



BEKA Hospitec GmbH

Am Rübenmorgen 3

35582 Wetzlar-Dutenhofen

info@beka-hospitec.de

Phone +49 641 922 20-0

Fax +49 641 922 20-20

www.beka-hospitec.com 1.
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